
 

Exhibition Sponsorship Tiers_________________________ 

 
 

EXCLUSIVE 

EXHIBTION 

SPONSOR 

Amount  Funds the total exhibition costs, including shipment, preparation, educational programming,  
  varies    catalogue production, marketing, and an opening reception, keeps exhibition free to public 
Benefits: 

 In each instance where exhibition or event is mentioned in media, signage and marketing, an  

Exclusive Sponsor will be recognized with the language “Exhibition: Presented by Sponsor”. 

 Prominent acknowledgement in exhibition signage, EPMA donor wall (updated annually),  

Members’ Magazine, press releases, social media and website  

 Private tour of exhibition or permanent collection for up to 50 people 

 10 invitations to exclusive opening reception, plus one guest per invitation 

 10 VIP parking passes 

 15% discount on Museum Store for all employees with presentation of business card 

 Complimentary exhibition catalogue  

 Image licensing of one work in exhibition for commercial use; permanent collection only* 

  

LEAD $30,000 Offsets the costs of shipping artwork and preparation, making the exhibition free to the public  

EXHIBITION 

SPONSOR  

Benefits: 

 Uppermost acknowledgement in exhibition signage, EPMA donor wall (updated annually),  

Members’ Magazine, press releases, social media and website 

 Private tour and reception, up to 50 guests 

 5 invitations to exclusive opening receptions, plus one guest per invitation 

 5 VIP parking passes 

 15% discount on Museum Store for all employees with presentation of business card 

 Honorary Circle of Support Membership for two people 

 Access to the Museum's rental spaces or boardroom  

 Image licensing of one work from Museum’s permanent collection for commercial use* 

EXHIBITION $15,000 Supports educational programming and bilingual catalogue production costs for the exhibition 

SPONSOR Benefits: 

 Prominent acknowledgement on exhibition signage, EPMA donor wall (updated annually),  

Members’ Magazine, social media and website 

 3 invitations to exclusive opening receptions, including one guest per invitation 

 Private tour of exhibition or permanent collection for up to 20 people 

 15% discount on Museum Store for all employees with presentation of business card  

 Honorary Circle of Support Membership for one person 

 Access to the Museum's rental spaces or boardroom  

 

EDUCATION 

SPONSOR 

$7,500 Covers the educational costs associated with the exhibition, allowing EPMA to engage students                 

              from the community in hands-on access to the arts, for free 

 Benefits: 

 Acknowledgement in exhibition signage, EPMA donor wall (updated annually),  

Members’ Magazine, social media and website  

 Honorary General Membership for 2 senior employees 

 Private tour of exhibition or permanent collection for up to 10 people 

 2 invitations to exclusive opening receptions, plus one guest per invitation 

 2 VIP parking passes 

 15% discount on Museum Store for all employees with presentation of business card  

OPENING 

RECEPTION  

$2,500+ Supports the cost of an opening reception for the exhibition, attended by EPMA members, donors,  

              journalists, and participating artists and curators  

SPONSOR Benefits: 

 Acknowledgement in exhibition signage, EPMA donor wall (updated annually),  

Members’ Magazine and website  

 Honorary general membership for one senior employee  

 15% discount on Museum Store for all employees with presentation of business card 

 Invitations to opening reception of sponsored exhibition 

  

 


